
Route: North Sea and Baltic / Northern Europe Short trips
Very nice voyage into the Baltic Sea, book now!
 
HSR-I-10 Baltic Sea and/or North Sea-voyage-3                                   
Roundtrip approx 7 days, starting at 660,00 Euro

Route: 
e.g. Hamburg - Helsinki - Kotka - Bremerhaven - Hamburg.

The passage:
Weekly roundtrip voyage into the Baltic Sea and/or North Sea from/to Hamburg on a modern and very nice container
vessel of a German shipping line. Round trip from/to Hamburg to different North Sea and/or Baltic Sea destinations.
Sometimes the schedule of the vessel could change. We cannot guarantee the call of special ports or the transit of the Kiel
Canal! 2 weeks prior departure we will be able to confirm the final destination! Other destinations like Sweden, Norway or
the Baltic States are possible.
 

Travel regulations:
Valid passport and medical certificate required! Age limit: 6 / 79.
 

Ship details:
Container vessel, flag United Kingdom, nationality of master: German/European, built in 2003. 8.707 TDW, length 137,50
m, breadth 21,30 m, on board voltage 220 V. Equipment: air condition, video/tv, deckchairs. Currency on board: €. 
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Cabins and prices:
1) Double suite “Owner”, shower/WC. Carpet, TV/DVD, HiFi, refrigerator, sitting corner. Bed approx 200 x 125 cm.
Location: E deck. View aside restricted by funnel.
 
 2) Double cabin “Passenger 2”, shower/WC. Carpet, TV/DVD, sofa. Bunk beds 200 x 80 cm. Location: C-deck. Open view
astern.
 
 Round trip from 660,00 €.
 
 Price calculation
 
 1) Round trip, Owner, 7 days, 765,00 €, double- as singlecabin only on request.
 
 2) Round trip, Passenger 2, 7 days, 660 €, double- as single cabin only on request.
 
 The HAMBURG SÜD REISEAGENTUR GmbH. is not organizer of these voyages, but only acting as agent of the shipping
company.
 The passage conditions of the shipping company are valid and binding. The above is subject to change. Hamburg,
27.08.2007.
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